INSTRUCTION MANUAL

A LT U S™ T A N K P A R T S
Mouthpiece

Top Metal
Component

Glass Reservoir

Interior Chamber
CVU™ Chip

Bottom Module
Port Clip

Pre-cut Cotton
*If trimming own cotton
approx: 2 x 2.5cm

Lock Ring

O-Rings

REPLACING THE COTTON
Cotton should be replaced when a burning
flavor is tasted from a properly filled tank.

TIPS:
• Our suggested dry cotton thickness is 2-3mm thick, for optimum clouds and minimal leakage.
• H
 orizontal orientation of cotton weave across the width of the CVU™ chip ensures strength of
the cotton against stretching.

1 . Start with CVU™ chip inserted
securely in port clips.

2. H
 old small cotton square
securely against one side of
CVU™ chip flush with top
edge of CVU™ port clips.

TIP: C
 VU™ chip must be centered in the port
clips. Check and adjust if needed.

3. F
 old cotton over CVU™
chip around top edge.
Slide Down
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Bottom Vent
Module

4. H
 old long edges of cotton
snuggly on each side as
you insert wrapped CVU™
chip into interior chamber.

R E P L A C I N G T H E C O T T O N Continued...

5. T
 wist lock ring onto
interior chamber.

6. G
 ently pull the sides of the
cotton to ensure it lays flat
against the CVU™ chip.
Pull

Twist

7. S
 tretch O-Ring over assembled
interior chamber until it is
seated in O-Ring groove directly
below the cotton edges.

8. G
 ently twist bottom
module of base over
the interior chamber
and loose cotton
edges, until grooves
Twist
lock to each other.
TIP: C
 otton along exterior sides
maybe trimmed slightly if it
becomes too tight to twist the
top module on.

Groove

9. T
 wist rest of bottom
vent module onto
interior chamber.

10. G
 ently pull the sides of
the cotton to ensure a
tight fit across the CVU™
chip surface.
Pull

11. S
 pread the cotton
side-to-side against the
interior chamber.
TIP: Make sure the cotton doesn't get
pushed back into the CVU™ chip
chamber in this step. Cotton must sit
flush with CVU™ chip to work properly.
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PRIMING THE COTTON
Cotton should be primed every time
it is replaced in the tank.

TIPS:
• Use a dropper to evenly distribute oil over the dry cotton.

1. S
 tart with the Altus
tank assembled with
fresh cotton.

3. D
 rip a few drops of
e-liquid along outer
sides of CVU™ interior
chamber to soak the
exposed edges of the
dry wrapped cotton.
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2. D
 rip e-liquid down the
CVU™ interior chamber
to completely wet the
cotton.

F I L L I N G T H E TA N K

TIPS:

Fill the e-liquid reservoir when it’s low
to keep the CVU™ chip burning evenly.

• Only use e-liquid oils in the tank.

• Fill from the bottom only.
• Reservoir holds about 3.5ml when full.

1. U
 nscrew the bottom
vent module from the
glass e-liquid reservoir
completely.

2. U
 nscrew the
assembled bottom
module from the glass
e-liquid reservoir
completely.
TIP: T
 o unscrew the top module
easily, grip top metal component
and turn the glass reservoir ¼
turn, bottom will be loosened
enough to screw off.

3. F
 ill glass reservoir
using a dropper
along the outer edge
being careful not to
drip down the center
chamber.

5. S
 crew the bottom
vent module onto the
glass e-liquid reservoir
completely.
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4. S
 crew the assembled
bottom module onto
the filled glass e-liquid
reservoir completely.

C L E A N I N G T H E TA N K
Clean the tank when you want to change
your e-liquid flavor or when the parts
become very oily from prolonged use.

TIPS:
• Clean tank when completely cool.
• Never use chemical cleaners or abrasive scrubbing.
• Never dry burn the CVU™ chip for cleaning (heating the chip without oil will cause failure).
• It is normal for the CVU™ chip to collect dark residue from normal use, this doesn’t affect
the function of the tank.

1. D
 isassemble tank parts,
discard old cotton,
rinse all parts in water.

3. R
 eplace & re-prime the cotton.
Refill the e-liquid reservoir
(refer to previous steps).
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2. W
 ipe parts dry or let air
dry while disassembled.

4. R
 eassemble all tank parts
attach to your mod and
vape!

